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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Add-on products sold by car dealers, such as service contracts, Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP) insurance, and window etching, make up a large share of dealers’ profits. They also significantly increase car buyers’ costs. While many have questioned the value of these products for consumers, the pricing of these products has received less attention, largely because pricing is not transparent and consumers, and to some extent even regulators, lack information about what car buyers pay for these products. Dealers decide what to charge each consumer and generally only the dealer, the finance company, and the third party provider of the add-on ever know what other consumers are paying.

This National Consumer Law Center analysis of a large data set is a revealing first look at what dealers pay for these add-on products and what they charge consumers. We found that:

- Add-on products are sold at prices far higher than dealer costs. Dealers mark up add-on products more than other similar products are marked up. They mark up add-on products by a far higher percentage than they mark up cars.
- Dealers are inconsistent in the pricing of add-on products, with even individual dealerships charging some consumers many times more than other consumers for the same product with the same dealer cost.
- This inconsistent pricing for the same add-ons leads to pricing discrimination, with Hispanics charged higher markups than non-Hispanics.
- Companies that provide car financing play an important role in allowing excessive and discriminatory markups of auto add-ons.

These abuses, damaging enough in themselves, set in place a chain of other consequences for consumers. The expensive add-ons increase the price of cars, putting them out of reach for some consumers. They also increase the loan to value (LTV) ratio for cars, as they increase the amount that consumers finance without providing any real increase to the value of the car. These higher LTVs result in more negative equity, which hurts consumers and other players in the auto sales and finance market because a consumer who owes more than his or her existing car is worth will have a hard time trading it in and buying a new car. High LTVs have also been associated with higher default rates, again harming consumers and the industry as a whole.

We recommend the following steps to help protect car buyers from the abuses described in the report:

- **Dealers should be required to post the available add-ons and their prices on each car in the lot, along with the price of the car.** To prevent the dealer from reintroducing non-transparency by offering discounts to some customers but not others, the prices for the add-on products must be non-negotiable.
- **To root out pricing discrimination, the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act regulations should be amended to require documentation of the customer’s race or**
national origin for non-mortgage credit transactions, as is currently required for home mortgage transactions. If discrimination remains hidden, it will not be possible to end it.

- State and federal enforcement authorities should investigate discrimination in pricing of add-on products and bring enforcement actions against a dealer if discrimination is shown. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the Federal Trade Commission, the Federal Reserve Board, and state attorneys general all have authority in this area.
INTRODUCTION

The largest source of dealer profit from car sales at many car dealers is not the sale of the “metal” (the vehicle itself), but the extension of financing and the sale of “add-ons”—items such as service contracts, Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP) insurance, and window etching. Court cases and federal enforcement actions have cast much attention on dealers’ role in financing. Much less attention has been devoted to the dealer’s sale of add-on products in conjunction with the automobile sale.

This report uses recent data to analyze the pricing of add-ons. Our analysis finds that the pricing of add-ons involves large mark-ups and arbitrary and discriminatory pricing. We then outline recommendations to limit these abuses.

Case Study: The Hard Sell for Add-on Products

In early 2013, Sharay Freeman—a nursing student, aide to developmentally disabled adults, and mother of three children—was in desperate need of a reliable, affordable car. She found a 2007 Honda Odyssey advertised for sale by A Better Way Wholesale Autos in Connecticut for $10,995, and rented a car for the 45-mile drive to the dealership.

When she got there, Sharay asked the dealer what fees would be charged in addition to the advertised sales price. She was told that there would be a conveyance fee, a VIN etching fee, registration costs, sales tax, and a finance charge, and that she had to pay a $2,500 non-refundable deposit to start the credit application process. The dealer told her the deposit was standard practice and that it would be refunded if her application was not approved, and that she would pay approximately $320 per month for 42 months. Sharay signed a purchase order for the minivan and later paid the deposit. The purchase order showed a cash purchase price of $10,995, VIN etching costing $198, a dealer conveyance fee of $598, sales tax of 6.35%, and an unspecified amount for registration of the vehicle.

After the dealer called to tell her she was approved for financing, Sharay went to pick up the minivan. When she arrived, the dealer told her that, in order to obtain the financing it had arranged, she had to buy a number of additional add-on products—ones that carry large profits for the dealer. The dealer made a number of proposals with different add-ons, including a tire and wheel package for $1,390, a service contract for $1,474, and, in one of the dealer’s proposals, oil changes for life for $299.

(Continued on next page.)
**The Hard Sell for Add-on Products (continued)**

These add-on products would have increased Sharay’s payment to $447 per month versus the initial quote of $320 per month—well more than she could afford. Sharay refused, and asked for her deposit back. The dealer refused to return the deposit, leaving her unable to buy another vehicle for a year. Sharay enlisted the help of consumer attorney Dan Blinn, filed an action against the dealer and prevailed at trial and a subsequent appeal. The dealer has appealed the matter again.

The dealer didn’t tell Sharay how much it paid for the add-on products that it wanted her to buy, but it was likely marking them up well beyond their cost, making them very profitable. This report shows, based on newly available data, that it is common for dealers to mark up window etching—the add-on product included in Sharay’s original contract—by over 300%, and that some dealers mark it up by over 1,000%. Many dealers also mark up other add-on products, including service contracts, by 300% or more. They often have no set prices for these products, but set whatever price they think the consumer can be induced to pay, leading to the potential for discriminatory pricing based on race or national origin.

**BACKGROUND**

**The Importance of Cars and Car Sales**

Cars are tremendously important for a family’s economic success. They provide not only mobility in a geographic sense—getting people to work, grocery shopping, after-school activities and doctors’ appointments—but also mobility in family economic status. Lack of a car can dramatically restrict employment and educational opportunities. Having a car can improve commute time, which a Harvard University study found to be a larger factor in escaping poverty than factors like exposure to crime and the quality of elementary schools. For many low income families, transportation costs, which are necessary to reach jobs and services, are as high as housing costs. For many families a car will be the most expensive purchase they ever make.

Although the total dollar amount of vehicle credit is less than the dollar value of mortgage credit or student loan credit, the number of vehicle financings each year far exceeds the total number of both mortgage and student loans combined.

In addition to the importance of car purchase transactions to individual families, the role of car sales and finance in the broader US economy must not be underestimated. While total outstanding debt for home mortgages and student loans exceeds car debt, cars are financed much more often. In other words, although the total dollar amount of vehicle credit is less than the dollar value of mortgage credit or student loan credit, the number of vehicle financings each year far exceeds the total number of both mortgage and student loans combined (see Chart 1). Each vehicle
credit transaction gives the dealer a new opportunity to sell add-on products and mark up the interest rate.

**How Dealers Profit in the Car Sale Transaction**

The sale of financing and add-on products in the dealer’s Finance and Insurance (F&I) office is a primary source of profit for car dealers, often eclipsing the profits dealers make from selling the car itself. About 80% of car buyers obtain financing for the car at the dealership. For these consumers, most dealers line up a bank or other creditor that will be the ultimate creditor that the consumer pays. The creditor that the dealer lines up then tells the dealer the interest rate it is willing to give the consumer in light of the consumer’s credit record. But the creditor typically allows the dealer to mark that interest rate up, and keep much of the markup. As a result, consumers with the same credit risk can pay dramatically different interest rates, depending on how much the dealer marks up the interest rate for that particular customer. Dealers make much of their profit from marking up interest rates. An analysis by the Center for Responsible Lending found

---

**CHART 1**

**Total Number of Originations by Loan Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Student Loans*</th>
<th>Total First Mortgage</th>
<th>Auto Loans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>19,679,805</td>
<td>10,302,000</td>
<td>7,323,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** Federal Reserve Bank of New York Consumer Credit Panel 15:Q4; Equifax U.S. Consumer Trends, February 11, 2016; Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Student Loan Borrowing and Repayment Trends, 2015 (student loan data through 2014).

* The student loan data represents the number of borrowers originating student loans during a given year, rather than the number of loans originated.
that car buyers who financed at the dealership in 2009 paid $25.8 billion in interest rate markups.⁶

Class action litigation against major automobile creditors has exposed and to some extent limited the abusive practice of dealers’ interest rate mark ups.⁷ Analyses by Professor Ian Ayers⁸ of the Yale Schools of Law and Management and Professor Mark A. Cohen⁹ of Vanderbilt University’s School of Management have demonstrated the disparate impact on African-Americans of larger and more frequent interest rate markups when compared to white consumers of equal creditworthiness. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has also addressed these practices through enforcement actions.¹⁰

While receiving much less attention than auto financing, the sale of auto add-on products is another huge profit center for dealers. Although most dealers do not disclose information about profits from add-on sales, disclosures made by publicly traded dealer groups are instructive. In the third quarter of 2016, AutoNation Inc. showed an average gross profit from financing and the sale of add-on products of $1,617 per vehicle.¹¹ Group 1 Automotive Inc.’s financing and add-on profit in the United States was $1,578 per vehicle.¹² Such profits often exceed a dealership’s profit on the sale of the vehicle itself. Although traditionally much, if not a majority, of those profits came from interest rate markups, recently more dealers are deriving a majority of their F&I profits from the sale of add-on products.¹³

**Types of Add-on Products**

Car dealers sell a dizzying and ever-evolving array of add-on products. Most, however, fall into one of two categories—hard add-ons and soft add-ons.

Hard add-on products are physical items, such as non-standard entertainment systems or navigation systems, curb feelers, pickup truck bed covers, racing stripes, vinyl roof covers, and much more. Hard add-ons have declined in popularity. Not only are many of the items out of style with consumers, but it has become easier for consumers to compare a dealer’s prices for hard add-on products with third parties’ prices for the same products.

Soft add-on products do not involve a physical product added to the car. Examples are service contracts and various vehicle protection products (see page 7). Soft add-ons are more popular with dealers. They have none of the costs or effort associated with physical products. They require no shipping from the supplier to the dealer, no time to install, and no storage space at the dealership. Notably, it is difficult for customers to understand what they are buying and compare the add-on with other similar products. This allows dealers to charge higher markups over dealer costs and results in larger dealer profits.

A few products combine aspects of both hard and soft add-ons. For example, customers may be sold rustproofing with a promise of compensation if the car begins to rust within a specified time, or an upholstery or paint protection package with a similar promise of compensation.
Some of the soft add-ons or combination add-ons are either insurance, are regulated as insurance, or are very much like insurance. Whether a product is, in fact, insurance can affect consumers’ rights in the transaction. If the product is considered insurance, the dealer may be required to be licensed in order to sell the product and there may be additional regulation of the pricing of the product and the amount and availability of refunds if the product is canceled.

**Some Typical Soft Add-On Products**

**Service contracts**, often called extended warranties or breakdown insurance, are written contracts to perform maintenance or repair of a car or other consumer product for a specified length of time or mileage traveled. A service contract can be sold on a vehicle not covered by a warranty or it may supplement a warranty by having a longer duration, covering additional parts or services, or providing additional remedies. Service contracts often pay out only a small portion of premiums in claims and much of the consumer’s payment goes to the auto dealer.

**Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP)** products ostensibly protect consumers who owe more on their car than the car is worth. Many consumers drive off the dealer’s lot owing substantially more than the car is worth. In fact many consumers still owe more than the car is worth when they attempt to trade it in for a new one. This “negative equity”—the amount by which the debt on the car exceeds its value—is attributable not just to depreciation, but also to consumers being overcharged for the car and sold expensive add-ons.

When a vehicle with negative equity is stolen or wrecked, the consumer’s collision or comprehensive insurance coverage typically is limited to the value of the car, and is not based on the remaining amount owed on the car financing. The consumer is then liable to the creditor for the amount of the car’s negative equity at the time of the theft or accident. GAP products are advertised as holding the consumer harmless for the difference between the balance on the debt and the amount paid under an automobile physical damage insurance policy in the event that the vehicle is totaled or stolen.

Dealers aggressively push GAP products because they are highly profitable. GAP products also reduce risk for the creditor while at the same time adding to the amount financed, thus increasing finance charges. On the other hand, consumers often find that GAP products fail to provide the promised benefits. Most GAP products exclude cars that are uninsured or under-insured and also do not pay for interest and fees accruing from the time the car was totaled or stolen until the insurance payment is made. GAP coverage often excludes that portion of negative equity resulting from a trade-in whose pay-off exceeds its value. It may also exclude the portion of the consumer’s obligation that reflects the cost of add-ons, such as service contracts, window etching, and sometimes even the GAP product itself. Some GAP policies also do not cover the deductible on the consumer’s collision or theft coverage.

**Window Etching (Etch)** is one of a number of “vehicle protection products” marketed by dealers as deterring theft or making it easier to identify and recover a stolen vehicle.
The dealer etches an identification number, often the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), on one or more of the car’s windows. The etching supposedly deters theft, but a thief can replace the etched window relatively cheaply and the VIN is already marked in several areas on the car that are much more difficult to find and remove. Etch typically comes with the supposed benefit that, if the vehicle is stolen, the consumer will receive a discount—typically several thousand dollars—on a replacement vehicle. The contract may require the consumer to purchase the replacement vehicle from the selling dealer.

Many dealers etch all the cars on their lot, “preloading” the add-on. Dealers often find this allows them to have a much higher penetration rate, although it sometimes alienates customers. This practice means that, unlike service contracts and GAP insurance, some dealers sell etch products on most of their vehicle transactions while other dealers do not sell etch products at all.

Other add-on products not examined specifically in this report include key protection plans, tire protection plans, dent protection, prepaid maintenance, lease products, credit insurance, Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) programs, and warranty products:

- **Key, tire, and dent protection plans** promise to cover all or some of the replacement cost of keys or tires should they be damaged or lost under certain circumstances. Dent protection usually offers to pay claims for a type of paintless dent repair and typically comes with many exclusions.

- **Prepaid maintenance plans** promise to cover regular maintenance costs for a specified period. Dealers like these plans not only because of the profit they receive from the sale of the plan but also because the plans keep the consumer coming back to the dealer, giving the dealer the opportunity to generate more business for its lucrative service department and the potential to sell the consumer another car later on.

- **Lease products** are a growing add-on area, as almost one-third of new car transactions are now leases. While some consumers who lease might be persuaded to buy a few of the usual add-ons, such as key protection, prepaid maintenance, or tire protection, they generally will not purchase a service contract or GAP on a leased vehicle. Accordingly, add-on providers have developed lease coverage products that claim to cover occurrences that might require payment at the end of the lease term, such as the consumer’s liability for unusual wear and tear, scratches, and dings. This product usually comes with many exceptions.

- **Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) programs and warranty products** are not typical add-ons because they are included in the price of the car when it is listed for sale, rather than being added separately later. CPO programs provide a certification claiming that a car has been inspected and found to be in good condition. Typically they also provide a warranty for the car. CPO programs may be offered by a vehicle’s manufacturer or may be offered by a third party on almost any brand of vehicle. Warranty products are similar to service contracts but are included in a vehicle’s sales price.

- **Credit insurance** used to be one of the more common add-ons, but its use by dealers has dwindled. Credit insurance ostensibly pays all or part of the outstanding debt on the car in the event of an occurrence such as death, disability, or unemployment.
ANALYSIS OF ADD-ON DATA

This report is based on an analysis of a nationwide data set of 1.8 million car sale transactions resulting in the sale of almost 3 million add-on products from September 2009 through June 2015. Included in the data set are transactions involving over 3,000 car dealers selling a wide range of add-on products they purchased from a single third party add-on provider (see Chart 2). A description of the data set is found in the Appendix.

As seen in Chart 2, in the data set, 33% of products sold were service contracts, 26% were GAP, 15% were various warranty-type products, and 9% were Etch. This report focuses on service contracts, GAP, and Etch, as they make up the great majority of products sold for which the consumer is charged a separate fee. Sales of warranty-type products are excluded from our analysis because the consumer’s charge for these products is rolled into the price of the car.

The prevalence of service contracts and GAP in our data set is roughly consistent with published information about dealers’ penetration rates in selling these products. Industry sources place the penetration rate for service contracts between 38%18 and 54%,19 for GAP between about 37% 20 and 50%,21 and for Etch about 20%. The percentages are different than the percentage distribution by product in our data because the industry data refer to the percentage of vehicle sales that include a specific add-on, while the distribution percentage for our data is the percentage of a particular type of add-on as a percent of all

CHART 2
Add-on Products Sold by Category
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add-ons sold. Both industry figures and our data are roughly consistent, however, in that both show service contracts as slightly more prevalent than GAP, and both GAP and service contracts as significantly more common than Etch.

Our data set includes sales of add-on products sold by dealers in all 50 states and the District of Columbia. Looking at just the three add-on products examined in this report, the data set includes thousands of sales in most states. In 21 states, the data set includes over 25,000 sales of these three add-on products for that state, and in more than half of those states the number of products sold is greater than 60,000.

PRICING OF ADD-ON PRODUCTS

Comparing Add-on Markups to Markups for Other Retail Products

Car dealers mark up the price of add-on products significantly over the dealer’s cost to buy the add-on product from a third party add-on supplier. Looking collectively at service contracts, GAP products, and etch products, the combined average markup was 170%.22 Of course, other retailers also mark up retail prices above cost, but the magnitude of auto add-on markups is often exceptionally high, considering the nature of the product being sold. A review of retail markups more broadly gives some context in which to examine markups of add-on products.

The magnitude of retail markups varies greatly by industry and by product. Brick and mortar retailers, such as big box office supply or sporting goods stores, might mark up their goods by 40 to 50%. Other, more general, big box stores like Costco or Target might have markups between 10 and 50%.23

Some clothing retailers mark up their goods at a higher rate of 50 to 100%. These higher markups, however, are tempered by frequent sales that result in far lower markups. Styles change quickly and clothing retailers often must sell large portions of their inventory at much lower prices.

Jewelry stores have markups between 25 to 125%24 but typically have a low turnover with significant capital invested in their inventory and high security costs. Furniture stores might mark up their stock by 80%25 but have very large items to store and ship.

Some brick and mortar stores use lower markups. Grocery stores, for instance, often mark staples up only 2 to 8%,26 relying on a large volume of sales and higher markups on more luxurious items. All of these industries are under pressure from online retailers whose costs are reduced because they do not maintain physical stores. Those reduced costs and higher volumes translate into markups averaging 15% for Amazon.27

Car dealers’ markup on cars is also illustrative. In the past, dealers marked up the prices of new cars on average about 5 to 10% over the invoice price (the price stated in a document issued by the manufacturer to the dealer).28 Recently this markup has seemingly declined,29 but the reason may be that in response to growing awareness by consumers of invoice price, manufacturers have inflated the stated invoice price so that it exceeds
the dealer’s actual cost. For example, the manufacturer’s invoice price does not reflect
the growing use of various incentive and other payments that manufactures make to
dealers, which can reduce a vehicle’s actual cost to the dealer by 2 or 3%. Altogether,
the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) found that new car sales had
a markup of 3.4% in 2015.30 NADA numbers from 2015 for used cars found an 8.6%
markup.31

Typical car dealer add-ons are very different from cars and other retail products. Soft
add-ons, which are the majority of add-on products sold, are not tangible items and
need not be shipped or stored or sold at low prices to clear inventory if they go out of
style. Dealers do not buy them ahead of time and so do not need to tie up capital for
add-on inventory. Unlike cars on a dealer’s lot, they need not be insured and the dealer
need not obtain financing to keep them in stock. Unlike used cars they need not be
reconditioned. These factors should allow dealers to still make a profit while marking up
add-ons at a low percentage. However, despite all the advantages of soft add-ons from a
dealer perspective, the data indicate that markups of add-ons are typically much greater
than those for the cars themselves.

Comparing Add-on Products Markups with Insurance Products

A useful comparison to the size of add-on markups is pricing for insurance products.
Insurance does not involve a tangible item and many add-on products, such as service
contracts, GAP products, and Etch, have insurance-like qualities.32 For example, the cost
to actually etch a number into a windshield is only a few dollars. Much of the alleged
value is in the benefit provided to the consumer if the vehicle is stolen.

In general, pricing for insurance products is very different from pricing for non-insurance
add-on products. Insurance prices are often reviewed by state regulators. Insurance
agents do not mark up prices; instead, the premium (the price for the product) is set
by the insurer, and the agent may receive a commission. Pricing discretion is not given
to the individual selling the policy.33 Rather, variations in price are typically based on
factors such as the consumer’s age, sex, place of residence, marital status, and driving
record. While the use of these factors can result in unfair pricing policies,34 they are at least
standards that do not leave discretion to the individual employee trying to sell the item
to the consumer. Nor is an insurance agent’s compensation based on charging different
consumers a higher price for the same product as is often the case in the sale of add-ons.
(See discussion of compensation of F&I personnel on page 14.) Instead, the insurance
agent receives a predetermined commission from the insurance company and there is a
fixed pricing schedule. When an insurance policy is sold through an independent agent
(somewhat akin to a car dealer selling an add-on), estimates indicate that home and auto
policies typically allow a 10 to 15% commission on the first year’s premium.35

Insurance prices are typically subject to cost-based pricing requirements – rates may not
be excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory and must be reasonable in relation
to benefits. With credit insurance products, insurance regulators typically use loss ratios
(also termed benefit ratios) to measure value to consumers. These ratios are calculated
as benefits paid (claims) divided by premiums collected.36 If for every $100 in consumer
premium payments, $80 is paid out to consumers in claims, the insurance product has an 80% loss ratio. Most property and casualty insurance products have loss ratios in the 50 to 65% range.37

Using the same loss-ratio approach to assess the expense of car dealer add-ons reveals that these add-ons are very expensive. Analyzing the exact loss ratios for auto add-on products is difficult due to the lack of available data. In particular, we do not know the exact amount paid out in claims. However, the data used for our analysis does reveal how much of the consumer’s payment was kept by dealers as the markup on the product and so unavailable for payment of claims. In other words, the maximum amount available to pay claims is at most the portion of the price that is paid to the third-party add-on provider as the dealer cost for the add-on products. The add-on provider cannot pay more in the long run because it cannot continue to operate if it pays out more than it takes in. This allows us to calculate an upper limit on the loss ratios for these products, and the calculation suggests that loss ratios are shockingly low. In the data we reviewed, the average dealer markup for Etch products was 325% (an average markup of $189 over the dealer’s average cost of $58) in 2012. For the etch products sold to those consumers, assuming that every penny paid to the third-party provider was paid out in claims to the consumers, the loss ratio was still below 25%

A 2011 advertisement38 (see Graphic 1 on page 13) for Safeguard Products International, LLC—a company that claims to be the top add-on product provider by volume and provides a variety of add-on products, such as service contracts, etch products, GAP, and tire and key protection—provides another illustration of this point. The advertisement (directed to dealers and not to consumers) states that Safeguard has paid out $600 million in claims,39 and generated $5 billion in profits for its clients, the dealers.

Even assuming that Safeguard kept only exactly enough money to pay out claims (and did not retain anything for claims adjusting, administrative expenses, marketing, other costs, or profit), these figures would still result in a loss ratio of just 10.7%—$600 million paid on $5.6 billion in premium payments. Of course, the loss ratio would be even lower if Safeguard kept an additional part of the consumer’s payment for its own costs or as profit.40

Even credit insurance, commonly sold by car dealers and notorious for its low pay-out rates and high dealer profits, has a substantially higher loss ratio than this advertisement or our data set suggests for add-on products. In many states there are minimum loss ratios for some types of credit insurance, although these minimum loss ratios can be very low—40%—and actual experience may not even meet this minimum.41 Yet loss ratios in the area of 40% are double or quadruple the loss ratios our data suggests for add-on products.

Another way to look at add-on pricing in comparison to insurance is to consider the dealer’s markup over its cost as compared to the commissions that independent insurance agents receive when they sell insurance to consumers. As described previously, regular insurance agents’ commissions typically range from 10 to 15%, which is the equivalent of an 11 to 18% markup.
By contrast, auto dealers’ markups for add-on products are much higher (see charts 3 to 5). In 2012, the average dealer markup for Etch sales in our data set was 325% (an average markup of $189 over the dealer’s average cost of $58). That same year, the average markup for GAP was 151% (an average markup of $378 over the dealer’s average cost of $251). The average dealer markup for service contracts was 83% (an average markup of $859 over the dealer’s average cost of $1,032).

These are average mark-ups across the whole data set. As will be described, there is enormous variation in the extent of markups from dealer to dealer and even from state to state and from consumer to consumer at the same dealer. This implies that actual markups in certain states, at certain dealers, and for certain consumers will be dramatically higher.
For example, an analysis of our data shows that, in 2012, 13 dealers marked Etch products up by an average of over 1,000%. One dealer sold over 1,000 Etch products, each with a dealer cost of $16 and a charge to the consumer of $189, for a markup of $173 or 1,081%. For GAP products, 38 dealers had average markups of 300% or more, and 38 dealers marked up service contracts by an average of more than 300%.

As was true for loss ratios, these markups far exceed those for credit insurance sold by vehicle dealers. Insurance regulations often permit dealers to charge higher commissions for credit insurance than insurance agents are permitted to charge for other types of insurance, but they still usually fall below 35% for credit life and credit disability. A model credit insurance regulation drafted by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) recommends a 25% cap on compensation paid to creditors such as auto dealers for selling credit insurance.

Yet another measure of add-on pricing is a comparison of dealer pricing with that by entities that do not appear to view add-ons as a special profit center. Insurance companies and credit unions often offer GAP directly to their existing customers. The GAP contracts offered by these providers are generally priced far lower than those sold by dealers. Currently, the North Carolina State Employees Credit Union offers GAP for a flat fee of $275 on all new and used vehicles it finances up to $100,000 in value. By contrast, consumers in our data set who bought GAP at the dealership paid on average $629 in 2012 and $655 in 2013.

While all of these markups are high, some products are marked up on average at a much higher percentage than other products. The average markup percentage for service contracts is higher than that for GAP and the average percentage markup for etch products is much higher than either. There are several possible explanations. It could be that dealers with more egregious pricing policies favor certain add-on products, such as Etch. Another likely explanation for some of the difference is that dealers are marking up products that have a lower cost at a higher percentage than items with a higher dealer cost. Dealers might justify this markup structure as necessary to compensate them for the time and money they spend on having and selling the product. While that could justify some more similar absolute dollar markup and higher percentage markups on lower cost items, the overhead on these products is very small.

Another partial explanation for the very high markup on these items is the pay structure for F&I personnel. F&I personnel are often very well compensated, sometimes making more than the dealership’s general manager. The pay of the F&I manager is largely commission based. Some dealers simply pay a flat commission on all F&I profits. Others pay a higher percentage commission as the F&I profits increase per vehicle sold. The F&I manager’s commission may be 10% unless he reaches a goal of more than $1,000 per car, at which point the commission may increase to 12%. On top of the F&I manager’s commission, car salespeople also sometimes get a commission, not only for the dealer’s profit on the sale of the car itself but also for profit on the sale of add-ons and other “back-end” products. When substantial commissions are based on markup, they incentivize F&I managers to maximize the markup for each consumer on an individual basis.
Dealers’ Expectations for Profits from F&I can Lead to Consumer Harm

In the latter half of the 2000s, Steve VanGorder became general manager of the dealerships in the Jeff Schmitt Auto Group in Ohio. Faced with an F&I revenue of $700 or $800 per vehicle sold, VanGorder set up a system of targets for those in the F&I department based upon factors such as penetration rates. He trained a number of salespersons who were eager to move to the more lucrative F&I department. If existing F&I personnel failed to meet the new targets they could be easily replaced with the trained personnel from the sales department. As VanGorder stated in an interview with Automotive News, “If somebody’s numbers have fallen in finance, they know there is a talent pool of aggressive salespeople who want their job.”

These perspective F&I people are trained to do things the way the dealership wants them done, using a “word track” the dealership wants used. VanGorder described it as similar to contestants who might cover a popular song on the TV show American Idol. “The people who can really do a good job with a song, sing the song the way it was originally sung by the artist—they sing it 1,000 times backward and forward until they know it and then they can make it their own,” he says. “I’m looking for a willingness to learn the process and the word track. Once they do that, the heavy hitters can make it their own.”

The fact that “aggressive salespeople” were ready to replace any F&I personnel who failed to meet their targets appeared to accomplish the goals of the dealership in bringing in more F&I profits. VanGorder’s system raised F&I revenue per car from $700 or $800 to $1,600 or $1,700, and the penetration rate to 85%.

However, while F&I revenue was up, so too were complaints from consumers. In 2013, the Jeff Schmitt Auto Group paid $625,000 to settle 16 civil lawsuits and five other complaints. A number of consumers also complained to the Ohio Attorney General. A number of the former customers, represented by consumer attorney Ron Burdge, alleged that they were charged up to $1,299 for rust-proofing which subsequent analysis showed was sometimes not applied, and overcharged for other add-ons such as Window Etching. Some customers also described the use of a “five-finger close,” where the dealer employee’s hand would cover up terms in the paperwork that were different than what the customer had been told orally in the negotiations.

The size of markups varies not only by dealer, but also by state. Charts 3, 4, and 5 show the dollar amount that the service contracts, GAP, and Etch in our data set cost the dealer and the dollar amount they were marked up by state from 2009 to 2013. Only states in which sales of a particular product exceeded 100 are included, so for a less frequently sold product, such as Etch, the chart includes fewer states.
CHART 3
Average Dealer Cost and Markup by State: Service Contracts

Note: Only shows states with 100 or more records.
## CHART 4

**Average Dealer Cost and Average Markup: Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Average Dealer Cost</th>
<th>Average Markup $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Note: Only shows states with 100 or more records.
INCONSISTENT AND ARBITRARY PRICING

Inconsistent and Arbitrary Pricing in Etch Products

Markups for add-ons are not only extremely high, but also highly inconsistent. Not everyone buying the same add-on with the same dealer cost pays the same price. This inconsistent pricing occurs not just between different dealers or for different products, but within individual dealerships for the same products and even when the dealer’s cost for the product is the same. That is, two consumers going to the same dealer and purchasing the exact same product may pay significantly different prices.

Some dealers do require their F&I departments to charge everyone the same price for the same add-on that has the same cost to the dealer, but it is the dealer and not the third
party provider that establishes the price. Dealers may set this price by adding a fixed
dollar markup such as $100 or $200 to their cost, or by using a consistent markup per-
centage, such as 100% or 200%. Or they may just set a flat price, such as $899 or $999, for
each product.

Other dealers do not have fixed pricing, but instead allow the F&I manager to mark up
different individual customers at different amounts. The dealer may place a cap on how
high the F&I manager can raise the price of an add-on for any particular consumer, but
often this cap is just the maximum amount that the creditor that finances the sale will
allow the dealer to charge for the add-on product. (See page 36 for further discussion of
the role of creditors.) Sometimes the cap is a multiple of the cost of the item.49

Whether set by the dealership or made up by the F&I manager on the spot, the prices
often are not round numbers. This is often done to add an air of legitimacy to the price
and the F&I manager may stick to the made-up price as if it is cast in iron. As one indus-
try magazine put it:

“Utilize odd prices for every F&I product . . . $2,832 for that service contract, not $2,795.
Odd prices add credibility and legitimacy to F&I product pricing, and reduce the cus-
tomer’s perception that they need to negotiate the price of those products. Help your F&I
managers establish a set price for each product, and then encourage them to stick to it. Any
reduction in price must always require reciprocity- a reduction in coverage. The first time
they ask a customer “If I could, would you . . .” their credibility goes in the toilet. They
might as well go to work at the carnival. The same holds true for interest rates. Whenever
possible, use odd interest rates– 5.41%, not 5.25%. Everyone needs to feel like they got a
good deal!”50

Our analysis reveals some pricing approaches frequently used by dealers. The Etch data
show dealers’ pricing approaches most clearly because the cost to the dealer for Etch
products generally does not vary by the price of the car, whether a car is new or used, or
other characteristics that vary from car to car.

While only some dealers in our data set sold Etch products and the dealer’s cost for the
Etch product varied from dealer to dealer,51 in almost all cases each dealer that sold Etch
had only one cost for the Etch products it sold. In 2012, there were 124 dealers in the data
set who sold the most common Etch product and of those, 105 had just one wholesale
cost for every one of this Etch product they sold. Of the remaining 19 dealers, 18 had two
different wholesale costs for this Etch product and one had three. Observation of pricing
structures is thus easier for Etch than for other add-on products where the dealer cost for
a product varies from customer to customer based upon characteristics of the car being
purchased, the length of a service contract, and similar factors.

We examined the 25 dealers that sold the most Etch products in 2012, looking at the
dealer cost and consumer price for about 41,000 Etch products sold by these top dealers.
Graphic 2 (see page 20) shows the pricing structure of several of these top 25 dealers that
are representative of typical pricing schemes.
Dealers and Window Etching Pricing

**four dealers, four different pricing patterns**

While some dealers with lots of sales of window etching (Etch) charge everyone the same price, it is not typical. In 2012, there were 105 dealers in NCLC’s data set that sold Etch products that had just one dealer cost for every Etch product they sold. Only 19 of those 105 dealers sold the Etch product to each of their customers for the same price. 82% of dealers did not have a single fixed price for their Etch products, but established a different price depending on the customer. These extreme pricing inconsistencies cannot be explained by different costs to the dealer, different products being sold, or different time periods.

**Dealer 1 (CT)**

One of the top twenty-five dealers by Etch volume in 2012 sold over 1,000 Etch products. For each Etch product, the dealer’s cost was $16 and the dealer charged the customer $189, for a markup of $173, or 1,081%. This dealer had a large markup, but charged all customers the same amount for the Etch product.

**Dealer 2 (TN)**

This dealer’s cost for all the Etch products was $37. The dealer charged all customers $199 or $249, except for one sale at $1 and another at $219. The Etch products sold were the same and the dealer cost was the same. There is no apparent reason that the dealer charged one large set of customers $249 and another large set $219.

**Dealer 3 (KY)**

Other dealers display much more inconsistency in their pricing. Dealer 3 had a wholesale cost of $55 per Etch product. The dealership priced these products in a wide range. Most customers were charged $69, $99, $199, and $299, but the dealer also made sales at $1 and $219.

**Dealer 4 (VA)**

Some pricing ranges were even more extreme. Dealer 4 had two different wholesale costs for Etch products — either $35 or $65. The dealer sold over 600 Etch products in 2012. Of those, 213 customers were charged $199. But other customers were charged different amounts, ranging from $1 to $1,995.

To increase transparency of pricing and help prevent discriminatory practices, dealers should be required to:

1. Post the available add-ons and their non-negotiable prices on each car in the lot along with the price of the car itself.
2. Collect data about consumers’ race and ethnicity as part of the transaction and make the data available, just as mortgage lenders do.
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Dealer 1, one of the top twenty-five by Etch volume in 2012, sold over 1,000 Etch products. For each and every Etch product, the dealer cost was $16 and the dealer charged the consumer $189, for a markup of $173 or 1,081%. This dealer had a large markup, but charged all consumers the same amount for the Etch product.

While some dealers with lots of Etch sales at a high profit, such as Dealer 1, do charge everyone the same price, it is not typical. In 2012 there were 105 dealers in our data set who sold Etch products that had just one dealer cost for every Etch product they sold. Of those only 19 dealers sold the Etch product to each of their customers for the same price.

82% of dealers did not have a single fixed price for their Etch products, but established a different price depending on the customer. Some of these dealers stuck to one or two prices most of the time. Dealer 2 had a wholesale cost of $37 for all the Etch products it sold. It made all of its Etch sales at $199 or $249, except for one sale at $1 and another at $219. The Etch products sold were the same and the dealer cost was the same. There is no apparent reason that the dealer charged one large set of customers $249 and another large set $199.

Other dealers display much more inconsistency in their pricing. Dealer 3 had a wholesale cost of $55 per Etch product. The dealership priced these products in a wide range. Most sales were at $69, $99, $199, and $299, but the dealer also made sales at $1 and $219. Some pricing ranges were even more extreme. Dealer 4 had two different wholesale costs for Etch products—either $35 or $65. The dealer sold over 600 Etch products in 2012. Of those, 213 customers were charged $199. But other customers paid prices ranging from $1 to $1,995.

These extreme pricing inconsistencies cannot be explained by different costs to the dealer, different products being sold, or different time periods. For example, in May of 2013, a dealer selling the same Etch product with the same dealer cost of $50 charged customers between $349 and $5,000 for this product (see Chart 6 on page 22).
Pricing inconsistencies are particularly easy to identify in a product such as Etch for which the dealer cost is constant, but they also can be seen when the dealer cost varies. A good example of an add-on product where the cost to the dealer varies is a service contract. The dealer cost for a service contract may fluctuate based on such factors as the value of the car, whether it is new or used, the cost of repair, and the length of coverage. Charts 7, 8, and 9 reflect the pricing structure of dealers drawn from the top 20 dealers of service contract sales by volume in 2011. We selected them because they were high volume dealers whose pricing structures reflected some of the general pricing trends we saw among many dealers.
Looking at these individual dealers, some trends become clear. Dealers typically use highly variable pricing but do follow some patterns. The dealer shown in Chart 7 often marks up service contracts by $1,500 as seen by the heavy line of products sold at $1,500 above the green line. (The green line represents a 0% markup where the consumer price is equal to the dealer cost.) The trend circled in red parallel to the green line indicates a consistent $1,500 markup regardless of the cost to the dealer. However, this dealer also sells many service contracts with a fixed price of $2,000 regardless of cost, and sells many at a variety of other prices.
Other dealers, such as the one in Chart 8, tend to charge many customers the same price for their service contracts, such as $1,999, $2,495, or $2,999, regardless of the dealer’s cost for the service contract.

Some dealers, such as the dealer shown in Chart 9, employ both of these pricing approaches. This dealer often marks up service contracts $1,000 or $1,500, but other times prices them at $1,999, $2,499, or $2,999 irrespective of the cost to the dealer. In addition, this dealer, as is the case with many dealers, made a substantial number of sales at prices that followed neither trend and that varied significantly from customer to customer.
The difference between dealers as to markups can be striking (see page 26). In Chart 10, just two of the top 20 dealers are highlighted. On the whole, the dealer highlighted in green marked up many service contracts by $500, but still sold many more priced above and below a $500 markup. However, that dealer’s markups are, by and large, much lower than the dealer highlighted in red. The dealer in red clearly favors prices of $3,000, $2,500, and $2,000, even though it is selling service contracts for which it pays far less than the dealer in green. The dealer shown in red is selling service contracts with lower dealer costs for much higher prices. Both dealers show a large variation in pricing.
DISCRIMINATION IN PRICING

Arbitrary Pricing Leads to Discrimination

Discrimination on the basis of race, sex, or other protected characteristics may be an invidious side effect of dealers’ capricious pricing structures. Giving F&I managers the discretion to charge different consumers different prices for the same product and building incentives to charge high prices into their compensation systems is a recipe for abuse. Since one consumer does not know what other consumers are charged for similar items, consumers have no ability even to detect whether they are being charged more than other consumers for the same products.
Discrimination in add-on markups can come about if an F&I manager prices add-on products for a particular customer based on a judgment about what prices that customer can be convinced to pay. The F&I manager might even base the price on whether the manager thinks the customer is likely to notice that the add-on item has been included in the sale. Price disparities can also occur when F&I managers reduce prices for some customers but not for others.

A number of studies have found that pricing discretion given to dealers as to markups of interest rates results in African Americans and Hispanics paying higher interest rates than white consumers with the same credit risk. This discrimination may not be deliberate or even conscious. Unless the F&I manager marks up every customer and uses the same markup for every customer with no negotiation, he or she will have to make a judgment call about whether or not to mark up any individual’s financing and if so by how much. Consciously or unconsciously, F&I managers consider a number of consumer characteristics when making this judgment. Dealers may notice the way customers are dressed, their perceived level of educational attainment, and many other characteristics when judging how to price a customer. Race or ethnicity are likely among the characteristics that F&I managers notice when making pricing decisions.

Given that, in many dealerships, the F&I manager who decides what, if any, interest rate markup a particular consumer will pay is the same F&I manager who decides what the markup will be for add-ons, and given that the F&I office often has greater discretion in the pricing of add-ons than the amount of the interest rate markup, one would expect patterns of add-on markups to be similar to patterns of interest rate markups. And, in fact, our analysis found evidence that such discrimination does occur in the pricing of add-ons.

**The Method We Used to Analyze Discrimination in Auto Add-ons**

Our data set did not contain race coding for consumers. Indeed, no automobile data set contains information about the automobile buyers’ race. Regulation B, implementing the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), prohibits non-mortgage lenders from asking about or documenting characteristics such as a consumer’s race or national origin.

This rule was adopted in an effort to stop lenders from discriminating on these bases. Ironically, in an area like auto sales and finance, where the person with the discretion to set the consumer’s interest rate or the price of the car or add-on is sitting across the desk from the consumer and may make assumptions about the consumer’s race, the policy does not prevent discrimination, but instead makes it difficult to determine if discrimination occurs. This Regulation B provision has an effect that is counter to the ECOA’s purpose. As several commentators including the U.S. Government Accountability Office have noted, requiring lenders to collect and report such data could actually assist in stopping discrimination.
Our data set also lacked specific addresses for consumers. Without this information, we could not use the combination of name and geocoding used by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to code and analyze auto finance transactions for discrimination.\textsuperscript{56}

The lack of information regarding race/ethnicity or specific consumer-level geographic information limits our ability to analyze the data for discrimination. As a result, we employed a simple proxy method, using surnames alone to identify and code likely Hispanic consumers. The Federal Reserve Board uses this technique in fair lending examinations to code for ethnicity. Some entities that provide financing also use this technique internally to monitor for compliance.\textsuperscript{57}

We used a list of Hispanic surnames created by the Federal Reserve Board’s Office of Fair Lending Enforcement based on the United States Census identification of common Spanish surnames. We coded customers with the surnames from this list as Hispanic and then compared the pricing of add-ons for those with Hispanic surnames compared to those with non-Hispanic surnames.

This method was limited in several respects. The use of surname alone is relatively predictive for Hispanic populations, but it is not as predictive for African American populations without the use of geocoding.\textsuperscript{58} We were therefore unable to code the data for African Americans. Because we were limited to coding for Hispanics using this analysis, when we compared consumers with Hispanic surnames to those with non-Hispanic surnames, we were comparing Hispanics not only to non-Hispanic whites, but also to African Americans and other minorities previously identified as receiving disparate, inferior treatment from car dealers on the basis of interest rates or car prices.\textsuperscript{59} This means that pricing disparities that we identified were likely under-representative of the true extent of the disparities which would have been revealed if we had been able to compare Hispanics to non-Hispanic whites.

We focused our analysis on service contracts for several reasons. Service contracts are the most common and widespread add-on and are sold by almost every dealer in every state. Even within individual dealerships there is typically a wide variation in service contract markup and pricing. While there are trends in service contract pricing, these trends are certainly not controlling. These characteristics made service contracts a better product to look at for pricing disparities by race than Etch. We knew from our analysis of markups and pricing that a number of high volume dealers only charged one price for Etch. If one or more of these dealers had a disproportionately large Hispanic clientele it could strongly affect the pricing trends. It could mean that a disparity we found between Hispanics and non-Hispanics in Etch pricing might be heavily influenced by the demographics at a particular dealership with high etch volume rather than disparities between consumers at any particular dealership. Using service contracts made such effects less likely and the larger number of service contracts sold and dealers selling service contracts made it easier for us to look at individual dealerships and avoid any such influence.
Overall Findings

We examined a three-year period of service contract pricing for which we had service contract data from 48 states and the District of Columbia. Looking at just the average percentage markup for Hispanics and non-Hispanics, we found that average markups for service contracts were higher for Hispanics than for non-Hispanics in 44 states. In two states, the markup was lower for Hispanics and one state and the District of Columbia had no Hispanic coded service contract buyers at all. In one state, the percentage markups for both Hispanics and non-Hispanics were almost identical.

We decided to focus on states where the results would allow us to make observations with a high degree of statistical certainty. Therefore we applied several restrictions. We limited our analysis to states in which our data set had at least 30 Hispanic service contract purchasers. We then applied traditional statistical tests for probability in samples and the nature of sampling error. Using these tests we further reduced the states we analyzed to those where the number of transactions and other factors led to results with a high degree of statistical certainty.

As yet another precaution, we ran two separate analyses for each state. First, we analyzed whether the percentage markups were different for Hispanic-surnamed consumers than for other consumers, and second we analyzed whether the dollar amount of the markups was different. We took this step because a markup of a given dollar amount is a higher percentage of a lower-cost service contract than it is of a higher-cost contract. For example, an $800 markup is 80% of a $1,000 service contract, but just 40% of a $2,000 contract. Thus, higher percentage markups for Hispanic-surnamed buyers could occur if the service contracts sold to Hispanics had a lower dealer cost than those sold to non-Hispanics. This could happen if Hispanics were buying cars for which service contracts had a lower dealer cost (because the cars themselves were less expensive or had lower repair costs) or if dealers sold Hispanics service contracts with lower levels of coverage and consequently lower dealer costs. To avoid the possibility that some of the differences we found between Hispanics and non-Hispanics might be attributable to this scenario, we focused our examination only on the states where the difference was statistically significant by both measures—percentage and dollar amount. In 14 states the difference was statistically significant by both measures.

In some of the states where the pricing differences between Hispanic-surnamed consumers and others were not statistically significant, the explanation was likely due to the fact that the volume of overall sales or the number of Hispanic-surnamed customers from our data set was too low to draw conclusions. We suspect that the lack of a statistically significant difference in many of the other states may be due to the issue previously discussed that our method coding those with Hispanic surnames forced us to compare consumers with Hispanic surnames to all of those with non-Hispanic surnames. As a result, we were comparing Hispanics not only to non-Hispanic whites, but also to African Americans and other minorities previously identified as receiving disparate, inferior, treatment from car dealers on the basis of interest rates or car prices.
State demographic data support our belief. Of the 48 states for which we had service contract data during the relevant period, 14 had differences in both percentage and absolute markup which were statistically significant. In the 34 states for which only one or neither measure was statistically significant, the African American population exceeded the Hispanic population by an average of 13%. In the 14 states for which the differences in both percentage and absolute markup which were statistically significant, the Hispanic population exceed the African American population by an average of 80%.63

**Analysis of Particular States**

In each of the 14 states in which the differences in BOTH absolute and percentage markups were statistically significant, Hispanics were sold add-ons with higher percentage markups than non-Hispanics. In 13 of the 14 states (Florida was the exception), the average markup amount was also higher for Hispanics than non-Hispanics in absolute dollars (see Charts 11 and 12).

These differences in markups are particularly troubling since they involve the retail prices of service contracts, which are not determined or affected by credit scores. Thus, they cannot be explained by differences in buyers’ credit scores.

In Florida, the Hispanic percentage markup was higher but not the absolute dollar markup. As previously noted, if a dealer charges a set dollar amount as a markup on all the service contracts it sells, the percentage markup will be higher for a lower-cost service contract than for a higher-cost contract. If Hispanics were sold service contracts that had a lower cost for the dealer and some dealers followed this type of pricing policy, this could explain why they paid a higher percentage markup but not a higher dollar amount markup. The unusual pattern could also be explained by the very high number of Hispanics in Florida and the possibility that some dealers might favor Hispanics in pricing.64

Markup disparities between Hispanics and non-Hispanics persisted when we further controlled for the dealer cost of the service contracts by looking at products sold with similar dealer cost: (see Chart 12 on page 32). Overall, Hispanics still paid more than non-Hispanics.

We analyzed prices for service contracts that cost the dealer between $910 and $1,010 (see Chart 13). (We selected this range because it went from $50 more to $50 less than the $960 average cost for service contracts sold to Hispanics in the 14 states). Looking only at this tight range of costs to the dealer, we still see higher dollar and percentage markups for Hispanics in 12 of the 14 states, with markups almost the same for both groups in Kentucky and lower for Hispanics in Florida. Thus the discrepancy cannot be attributed to the varying costs of the service contract to the dealer.
CHART 11
Average Service Contract Markup for Hispanics and Non-Hispanics in Dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Average Markup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>$800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHART 12
Average Service Contract Markup for Hispanics and Non-Hispanics by Percentage

Average Markup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Non-Hispanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>180%</td>
<td>170%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>170%</td>
<td>160%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>160%</td>
<td>150%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>150%</td>
<td>140%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>140%</td>
<td>130%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td>120%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>120%</td>
<td>110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>110%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHART 13
Service Contracts: Average Hispanic and Non-Hispanic Markup by State in Dollars and Percentages Where Dealer Cost is $910 to $1,010
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We also see disparities when we look at the data by dealer. The next two charts show six dealers in California with a large number of Hispanic consumers (see Charts 14 and 15) and for which difference between Hispanics and non-Hispanics for both markup amount and markup percentage is statistically significant. In all cases where both are statistically significant, absolute and percentage markups are higher for Hispanics.
OTHER PARTIES WITH A ROLE IN PRICING ADD-ON PRODUCTS

The add-on supplier

The amount that the dealer pays for third-party add-ons is set by the third-party supplier. Other than setting the dealer cost, however, these companies exercise very little control over the consumer pricing of add-ons. There are no suggested retail prices or other set pricing.
The add-on companies or their agents sometimes provide training and recommendations regarding pricing policies, but they allow the dealer to make the decisions regarding consumer pricing. The add-on supplier does keep track of the consumer prices charged by dealers. This is at least in part so that the dealer and the add-on supplier can calculate the portion of the consumer’s price that each is responsible for refunding if the consumer cancels the purchase of an add-on product.65

The finance company

While the third-party suppliers of add-on products exercise almost no control over the price the dealer charges for add-ons, car finance companies do exert control because of their self-interest in reducing defaults and retaining adequate security on the credit they extend.

The vast majority of cars that are financed are financed at the dealership. When a car is financed at a dealership, the extension of credit can be structured in one of two ways. Most commonly, the dealer itself extends credit to the consumer by agreeing to accept installment payments. The consumer signs a retail installment contract agreeing to make payments to the dealer. The dealer then assigns that contract almost immediately to a bank or finance company and the consumer’s obligation is then to that assignee.

Less commonly, the dealer arranges a loan directly from a bank or other financing company to the consumer. The lender pays the loan proceeds to the dealer, and the consumer repays the lender. With this financing structure, the consumer’s obligation is to the lender from the start.

No matter how the financing is structured, the dealer has to obtain advance approval from the bank or finance company for the terms of the deal. In this report, we use the term “creditor” to describe the bank or finance company in both situations.

HOW AUTO CREDITORS AFFECT PRICING

Potential creditors—banks, credit unions, and finance companies—give dealers rate sheets or other programs that set out the conditions under which they may be willing to finance car sales originated by that dealer. These conditions are often very specific, as the potential creditor wants to ensure that the car buyer is likely to make the scheduled payments. The creditor also wants to make sure that if the buyer does not make the expected payments and the car is repossessed, the value of the car will cover at least a high percentage of the credit extended. The conditions specified in the rate sheets will include the consumer’s minimum income and credit score, the maximum amount financed, the permissible age and mileage of the car, and much more. Some creditors that specialize in financing car purchases for consumers with subprime credit scores require certain payment-to-income ratios or debt-to-income ratios. Potential creditors also typically indicate how much they will allow dealers to mark up the interest rate.
Potential creditors also set limits on the price the consumer is charged for add-ons. These limits reflect the creditor’s real self-interest. Because most add-ons have little value to the consumer and almost no value to any purchaser of a repossessed car, they represent an amount the creditor is essentially lending with no real collateral. These excessive costs can also make it more likely that the car buyer will default, as the consumer’s monthly payment will be higher to cover the add-on. Both outcomes can harm creditors.66

Usually, creditors set limits by specifying the maximum loan to value (LTV) ratio the creditor will accept. The amount financed is inflated by the cost of valueless add-ons. Creditors typically must allow some level of price inflation because if they don’t, the dealer will use a different finance company that allows them to have more expensive add-ons for a larger dealer profit. At some point, however, the add-ons inflate the financed amount too high above the value of the car and the creditor may refuse to finance the deal. Some creditors require that the LTV fall within a certain range both when the purchase of just the car is considered, and when both the car and the add-ons are considered. These are referred to as the front end and back end LTVs. Creditors also often have specific limits for add-ons, such as caps on the price of GAP or service contracts or caps on the price of the total of add-ons.

While creditors are cautious about add-ons, several trends have increased their willingness to allow high-priced add-ons. First, federal challenges have limited how much creditors are willing to offer dealers on interest rate markups.67 Simultaneously, there has been an increase in the desirability of auto finance as an investment because it offers high rates and relatively low defaults, resulting in more and more potential creditors competing to finance car sales for dealers.68 Since there are new limits on how effectively they can compete for dealers’ business with interest rate markups, many have been forced to compete with more permissive rules about add-ons and LTVs. This trend of increasing LTVs due in part to add-ons has been noted not only by those in the industry but even by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).69

The limits that creditors set can have a real impact on what happens to consumers. We examined the data to see if dealers marked up add-ons more for transactions financed by particular creditors, which would suggest that some creditors allowed larger markups for the add-ons. The nature of the data set only allowed analysis of transactions by creditors in Ohio.70

**Examining Auto Creditor Market Share in Ohio**

Charts 16 and 17 look at which creditors financed car sales in Ohio in which a GAP product in our data set was sold. As chart 18 shows, there are many auto creditors active in the Ohio auto finance market. While some national and regional finance companies have a larger market share, no one is particularly larger than all others.

The relative market share of individual companies changes, though, when we only look at transactions where customers were charged more than $900 for the GAP product (Chart 17). Ally Bank is over-represented when GAP products are over this amount.
CHART 16
Ohio: Creditors’ Market Share Where Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP) Insurance Was Sold*

*Companies with the largest market share are identified.
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Source: National data set of one provider’s add-on products sold in the U.S. 2007–2013, and title information obtained from Ohio county title offices and made available by the Ohio Department of Public Safety and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
Just because Ally financed more car sales where the GAP cost was high does not necessarily mean that the dealers’ markups were also high. Theoretically, the dealers whose sales Ally financed may have been selling more expensive GAP products, and marking them up no more than other dealers. However, the data shows that this is not the case: Ally not only financed a disproportionate share of deals that included high-priced GAP products, but also financed a disproportionate share of deals that included a high markup for the GAP product. Ally financed just 10% of the deals where the dealer cost for the GAP product was between $150 and $250 (see chart 18), but it financed 73% of those same deals where in the consumer’s price exceeded $900 (see chart 19). Indeed, only two other creditors financed any such deals.
CHART 18
Ohio: Creditors' Market Share Where Dealer Cost of Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP) Insurance Was $150–$250*

*Companies with the largest market share are identified.
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Source: National data set of one provider’s add-on products sold in the U.S., 2007–2013, and title information obtained from Ohio county title offices and made available by the Ohio Department of Public Safety and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
CHART 19
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Source: National data set of one provider’s add-on products sold in the U.S., 2007–2013, and title information obtained from Ohio county title offices and made available by the Ohio Department of Public Safety and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles..
RECOMMENDATIONS

Existing practices in the sale of add-on products result in high—sometimes extraordinarily high—markups and inconsistent pricing. Inconsistent pricing is unfair to all consumers, and also leads to discriminatory pricing for Hispanics and very likely for other minorities. Current practices also lead to excessively high loan to value ratios, saddling consumers with negative equity and creditors with unnecessary risk. The current pricing practices and lack of transparency distort the market and force dealers who would rather compete on car price and quality to instead follow the practices of dealers who rely on the F&I office and opaque and secretive pricing for their profits. The following recommendations address these problems.

Require Transparency in Pricing

The starting point for addressing these issues should be transparent pricing. The origin of many of the problems with add-on products is that there are no posted or ticketed prices for the products. Consumers should be able to see the price of add-ons before negotiating to purchase a vehicle. Posted pricing would allow the market for add-ons to operate more efficiently and encourage market forces to address some of the most egregious abuses we see in pricing. New York City has successfully implemented a city-wide ordinance that requires the price of both the car and any add-on products offered with the car to be posted on each car offered for sale by a used car dealer in the city.71

We recommend that all new and used vehicle dealers be required to post the available add-ons and their prices on each car in the lot along with the price of the car itself. To prevent the dealer from reintroducing non-transparency by offering discounts to some customers but not others, the prices for the add-on products must be non-negotiable.

In theory, an alternative would be to post the prices of add-on products in the dealership office. However, the price of some add-on products, such as service contracts and GAP, depends on the price and other characteristics of the individual car being sold. Some add-ons will not be available for particular cars. Also, prices posted inside the dealership would not be visible to those browsing on the lot and might not be seen when the consumer comes inside. Because of these complexities, posting prices on each individual car is preferable. Posting the prices on a general basis for all vehicles offered by the dealership is probably not even feasible, as a price list would likely be so voluminous and complex that it could not even be posted in any readable form.

Making the pricing of add-ons transparent by posting the prices on the car would go a long way toward solving problems with add-on products. It would prevent “opportunity pricing” or “sucker-pricing,” and would probably deter discriminatory pricing as
well. Anyone who bought a particular vehicle would pay the same price for the add-ons for that vehicle.

**Root out Discrimination in Pricing**

Our report suggests that troubling discriminatory pricing is occurring in the sale of add-on products. It is imperative that retailers such as car dealers not charge different customers different prices because of their race or ethnicity.

Transparency in pricing—our first recommendation—would go a long way toward ending discriminatory pricing. However, dealers could still price add-ons inconsistently from car to car, and could steer particular consumers to those cars. Dealers could also make a “harder” push for add-on sales or for particular add-ons for some targeted consumers. Moreover, transparency in pricing is not yet the law in most jurisdictions, but is only our recommendation. For these reasons, we recommend several additional steps.

A fundamental obstacle to rooting out discrimination in pricing is that, under current law, this type of discrimination is extremely difficult to detect. This is because Regulation B, implementing the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), prohibits non-mortgage lenders from asking about or documenting a consumer’s race or national origin. By contrast, for home mortgage transactions federal law requires lenders to ask about and document the applicant’s race and ethnicity.

This rule was adopted in an effort to stop creditors from discriminating on these bases. Unfortunately, in auto sales and finance, where the person with the discretion to set the consumer’s interest rate or the price of the car or add-on is sitting across the desk from the consumer, the policy does not prevent discrimination. Rather, Regulation B makes it difficult for enforcement entities and even the creditors themselves to determine if discrimination is occurring. Perversely, this is counter to the purpose of the ECOA. As the U.S. Government Accountability Office and others have noted, requiring collection and reporting of such data could actually assist in stopping discrimination.

We recommend two steps to root out discrimination in pricing.

1. **Regulation B should be amended to require documentation of the customer’s race or national origin for non-mortgage credit transactions.** Regulation B’s restriction is not required by the ECOA itself, so this change could be adopted by agency action. If discrimination remains hidden, it will not be possible to end it.

2. **State and federal enforcement authorities should investigate discrimination in pricing of add-on products.** Our ability to evaluate discrimination was limited by the fact that we did not have customer addresses, so could not geocode. In addition, the data set we analyzed includes sales of only one provider’s add-on products. State and federal enforcement authorities typically have the ability to issue administrative subpoenas to obtain a wide range of data once they have reason to believe that illegal practices are occurring. These authorities should obtain more detailed data about pricing, analyze it for discriminatory patterns, and bring enforcement actions if discrimination is shown.
Tips for Consumers Considering Purchasing Auto Add-On Products

The current lack of transparency in pricing for auto add-on products makes it difficult or impossible for consumers to protect themselves. The current lack of transparency in pricing for add-on products makes it difficult or impossible for consumers to protect themselves. Until state and federal policymakers and enforcement authorities reform this market, consider the following tips when purchasing a car from a dealer.

- **Avoid buying add-on products when buying a car.** Very often, these products are overpriced and of low value.

- **If you want to buy Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP) insurance, check with your insurance agent and your bank or credit union prior to purchasing.** Many insurance agents and some banks and credit unions provide GAP insurance directly to consumers, typically at more reasonable prices than dealer pricing.

- **Finance the car directly through a credit union, bank, or other lender, if possible.** Consumers are generally better off if they arrange financing for a car purchase from their own bank or credit union. Make sure to pin down the cash price of the car from the dealer before disclosing your financing arrangements—otherwise the dealer might increase the cash price. There can, however, be two advantages of having the dealer arrange the financing:
  1) when the dealer arranges the financing, then an FTC rule makes the creditor responsible, along with the dealer, for deception or breach of warranty by the dealer; and
  2) a few customers may be eligible for incentive financing (such as 0%) from the manufacturer that other lenders cannot match.

CONCLUSION

As this report shows, average markups by dealers for add-on products are high, and sometimes extraordinarily high, averaging over 1,000% at some dealerships. These markups are higher than comparable markups of retail goods and insurance products.

Not only are markups for add-ons high, but there is also a great deal of inconsistency in pricing of add-on products. Prices not only vary from dealer to dealer, but some dealers charge different prices to different customers for the exact same product—even for the exact same product, with the same dealer cost, purchased on the same day.

The practice of charging different prices to consumers for the same product that costs the dealer the same amount can lead to discrimination. Our analysis finds that dealers, on average, marked up service contracts more when selling to Hispanics than to non-Hispanic buyers. It is likely that a greater disparity would be revealed if we could compare Hispanics to non-Hispanic whites or if we could measure pricing differences between whites and blacks or other minority groups. Since these differences appear in the retail pricing of add-on products, which are not determined by credit scores, they cannot be explained by differences in buyers’ credit scores.

Add-on pricing practices are largely within the discretion of individual dealers, but banks, credit unions, and finance companies that finance vehicle purchases for consumers can and do limit the size of add-on markups. Our analysis shows that some creditors place firmer limits on dealers than others.

The following recommendations, if implemented, would help protect car buyers from the abuses described in the report.

- **Dealers should be required to post the available add-ons and their prices on each car in the lot, along with the price of the car.** To prevent the dealer from reintroducing non-transparency by offering discounts to some customers but not others, the prices for the add-on products must be non-negotiable.

- **To root out pricing discrimination, the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act regulations should be amended to require documentation of the customer’s race or national origin** for non-mortgage credit transactions, as is currently required for home mortgage transactions. If discrimination remains hidden, it will not be possible to end it.

- **State and federal enforcement authorities should investigate discrimination in pricing of add-on products and bring enforcement actions** against a dealer if discrimination is shown. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the Federal Trade Commission, the Federal Reserve Board, and state attorneys general all have authority in this area.
APPENDIX

THE DATA USED FOR ANALYSIS IN THIS REPORT

Add-on Data

This analysis is based on data regarding the sale of vehicle add-on products from one major add-on provider from September 2009 through June 2015. The data set includes information from approximately 1.8 million car sale transactions, resulting in the sale of almost three million add-on products, spanning over 3,000 car dealers from every state and the District of Columbia.

The data set includes transaction-level information about the sale of individual add-on products during this time period. The process of converting the data to a format that could be analyzed using statistical analysis programs involved some random data loss, which we estimate at approximately 5% of the original data set.

We were able to verify the accuracy of individual data points through several sources including litigation, newspaper articles, bankruptcy filings, and other independent sources. Our review of the data did reveal a very small number of customer charges that we believe to be potentially inaccurate, likely resulting from error in the original entry of sale information at the dealership. We believe at least some of these isolated outliers may be due to the failure to include a decimal point at the time of the data entry. The number of potentially inaccurate customer charges was small enough not to alter our conclusions, but in order to avoid overstating the markups, we treated all instances where customer charges for add-on products were greater than $10,000 as errors and excluded them. Extensive spot-checking of transactions with a consumer charge above and below $10,000 suggests that this is a conservative threshold.

We also excluded transactions regarding add-ons for recreational vehicles and for transactions outside the United States.

Lienholder and Other Data for Ohio

The Ohio Department of Public Safety maintains a public website for car title information. The site is publicly searchable based on Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). The website provides information including total purchase price, title issue date, and sometimes lienholder information.

This Department posts this information for the most recent transaction involving a particular car. For example, if a car was sold as a new car in Ohio, and then later sold as a used car, the Department’s website will show more detailed information for only the later sale. Using this website, we were able to obtain information regarding the vehicle sale transactions from a number of Ohio transactions by matching the VIN and the Ohio
title issue date when the title issue date was within 60 days after the sale date found in the add-on data. Using this process we were able to identify the lienholder information for over 23,000 Ohio transactions for the years analyzed in this report.

**Rounding**
Throughout this report we rounded monetary amounts to the nearest dollar.
ENDNOTES

1. The facts we describe come from the pleadings and briefings filed in this matter.
7. For more information see: https://www.nclc.org/litigation/case-index-closed-cases.html#auto.
11. AutoNation Continues Living Above $1,600 Per-Copy in Q3, F&I and Showroom, November 1, 2016.
14. “More Car Shoppers Are Underwater on Their Trade-Ins Than Ever Before,” *Edmonds*, November 14, 2016, available at https://www.edmunds.com/about/press/more-car-shoppers-are-underwater-on-their-trade-ins-than-ever-before-reports-edmundscom.html (noting that, in 2016, 32% of consumers buying new cars had trade-ins on which they owed more than the car was worth, on average $4,832 more and 25% of consumers buying used cars had trade-ins on which they owed more than the car was worth by an average of $3,635).
15. See the discussion of why creditors finance vehicles for more than they are worth in the section “How Auto Creditors Affect Pricing” below.
18. Dealers track their penetration rate or the number of a particular add-on they sell as a
portion of their overall vehicle sales or some subset of their overall vehicle sales. Some dealers exclude particular types of transactions such as fleet sales or cash sales from the calculation of their penetration rate.


22. The increase in the retail price over the wholesale price can be expressed either as a markup or as a margin. Markup is the ratio of gross profit to the wholesale price while margin is a ratio of gross profit to the retail price. For example, a product that costs a retailer $4 may be sold for $5. The $1 by which the retail price exceeds the wholesale price can be expressed as a 25% markup or a 20% margin. Throughout this report we use markup percentages. Where our source expressed the percentage as a margin, we have converted it to a markup.


30. National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) Data 2015 *Annual Financial Profile Of America’s Franchised New Car Dealerships*, available at [https://www.nada.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=21474839497](https://www.nada.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=21474839497). The study found a gross margin of 3.3% for new cars and 79% for used cars, which are the mathematical equivalent of markups of 3.4% and 8.6%, respectively. See footnote 24 explaining the difference between margin and markup.

31. An 8.6% markup for used cars is lower than the markup suggested by the typical percentage difference between the wholesale or trade-in price for a car found in a standard pricing guide and the retail price listed in the guide for the car. For example, in early 2017, the trade-in value of a base model 2012 Honda Accord with 60,000 miles in good condition is $7,960, according to the Kelly Blue Book. For the same vehicle, the “Fair Purchase Price” from a dealer is listed as $11,697. This would be a gross markup of $3,737 or 47 percent. For dealers
selling used cars that they have taken in as a trade-in, the trade-in amount they gave the consumer plus their costs in preparing the car for resale would be the wholesale cost for the car when they sell it to a new consumer. Accordingly, using the example above, the true markup on the car would be less than 47% as there would be some costs to the dealer to prepare the trade-in vehicle for retail sale. Dealers may also attribute some of the difference between the acquisition cost at trade-in and the retail sale to a subsequent customer as a gain on the trade-in transaction, from acquiring the trade-in at a low price, rather than as part of the markup on the subsequent sale.

32. Many add-on products were previously regulated as insurance, but in recent years the industry has obtained legislation in a number of states to exempt them from insurance regulation.

33. Nevertheless, the person selling the insurance may have discretion as to which insurance company’s policy or which specific policy of an insurer will be sold to a specific individual.


36. Technically, the loss ratio used for evaluating rates is incurred claims divided by earned premiums.


39. This number may be slightly low in that certain claims have yet to be paid on the policies reflecting the $5 billion in dealer profit.
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